MUSICAL ROOTS

Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Reynolds
Abstract

This lesson is designed to explore and explain the difference between consonant and dissonant, what is/ the contraction of the of a triad. This lesson is targeted towards students that are in middle to early high school or anyone that wanted to learn about triads.

The level of this video has been regulated so that sudden sound changes don’t bother the students.
The answer key 1. Dissonant 2. Consonant 3. Consonant

Tree root on C

E bark on thee

G, oh, G, those leaves
Exit ticket

The bottom of the chord is___________
The words third and fifth are what notes in the major scale__________ and _________.
Consonant sounds are ____________.
Dissonant sounds are ____________.
Do the notes C and B make a dissonant sound? Yes or No

Forward learning... Keep going!

If you wan to learn more about this, go to musictheory.net, then click on lessons then on triad inversion. Here’s a link.

https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/42

Listen through some of your favorite song and write down when it’s Consonant or Dissonant.

Ex. Song title: Sunray @2:04 Consonant, @2:57 Dissonant etc..

Summarize what you learned to a friend or you parents